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description," and passages of general sociological analysis. The authorial voice
throughout is typically French: conversational, engaging, mildly ironic. Calvo
is particularly apt at showing the human side of institutional life, as in the two
portraits of the early audiencia presidents Vera and Baeza, a pair of corrupt
tragedians (Calvo calls them pandilleros) whose sorry careers, nepotism, and
relations with local colonial society he uses to exemplify much about early
Nueva Galicia. Calvo is perhaps at his best in discussing religious sensibility,
concluding that the formal institutional structures of the church proved largely
irrelevant to a robust popular baroque piety which, nonetheless, shared a
degree of consensus with elite religious ideology, expressed through a common
marian cult, public icons, and civic ritual life. He provides an interesting
account of the practice of magic (mostly erotic in nature and a theatre of
feminine resistance) especially by Afro-Mexicans, which reached its apogee
in the early seventeenth century when New Spain and Europe were awash in
similar practices. In terms of the city's social structure, Calvo notes the
absence of Indian population; instead he finds a largely bipolar socio-ethnic
distribution embracing a small, relatively wealthy but "fragile" creole elite and
an increasingly impoverished, mixed-blood working and dependent population,
with considerable social fluidity in middling groups.
For the most part, Calvo convincingly disputes the thesis of a stagnant
or immobile seventeenth century, whether in demographic, economic, social,
or religious life. In a short review one can only begin to hint at the findings
in a work of such descriptive complexity.
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